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Citing Antigone & Inherit the Wind
In-text:
Always use parenthetical citation. Don’t refer to page number in text of your sentence.

 On page 214, Creon calls Ismene and Antigone “sister vipers.”
 Creon calls Ismene and Antigone “sister vipers” (Ant. 214)

 Make sure full names of plays and authors appear in the introductory paragraph.

For references to Antigone, put abbreviated name of play (Ant.) in parentheses with page number. For
references to Inherit the Wind, use authors’ names and page number in parentheses (Lawrence and Lee 25).

Short quotes -- If you quote text of three lines or less, simply incorporate the lines into your text. If your
text is poetry (and all of Antigone is), use a slash with a space on each side to indicate new lines in original
text:

• Creon demonstrates his dictatorial attitude when he haughtily points out to Haemon, “The state is his

who rules it” (Ant. 224).

• The Messenger announces Eurydice’s death and explains that “her heart was shattered / And her hand

drove keen the dagger” (Ant. 250).

 Long Quotes -- If you quote more than three lines of poetry or text, set off quote on new line, indent
about one inch from left-hand margin, and don’t use quotation marks:

As Rachel reads his article, Hornbeck is unable to turn off his satirical commentary:

My typewriter’s been singing

A sweet sad song about the Hillsboro heretic,

B. Cates: boy-Socrates, latter-day Dreyfus,

Romeo with a biology book. (L & L 29)

 Dialogue --If you quote dialogue of two or more characters, set the quotation off from the text of your
essay in the same way as you set off long quotes. Put each speaker’s name entirely in caps, followed by a
period.

The real attitude of some of Hillsboro’s citizens is revealed in Hornbeck’s conversation with a Hillsboro

merchant:

HORNBECK.  May I ask your opinion, sir, on Evolution?

STOREKEEPER.  Don’t have any opinions. They’re bad for business. (L& L 15-16)

Works Cited info on reverse side→



Works Cited

 Must be on a separate page – make sure it has separate pagination.
 Double-space every line. Indent all lines of entry other than first line.
 Don’t underline heading.
 Basic entry form:

Author(s). Title of Book. Place of Publication: Publisher,

       Year of Publication.

*If there is a translator: add translator’s name after name of book or anthology. Be sure to add page
numbers of anthology section that comprises specific text cited (first page--last page).

Example (if Dan becomes the next R. Fagles, publishing a tour de force in 2030) =

Homer. The Odyssey.  The Anthology of Grecian Greats. Trans. Daniel Goldfield.  New York:

        Viking Press, 2030.  396-698. Print.

**If two authors – Note order of authors’ first and last names

Last name of author #1, first name of author #1, and then first name of author #2 last name of author #2.

Example (if Victoria and Sophia team up in 2030 to win the first Nobel Prize in Grammar Studies) = 

Hammitt, Victoria, and Sophie Belanger. The Joy of Punctuation. New York: Random House,

          2030. Print.

 BE SURE TO CHECK YOUR SHHS HANDBOOK 42-76 FOR ADDITIONAL FORMAT EXAMPLES.


